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The Reason for this Review
The Strategic Direction for Collingwood Utility Services begins:
Shareholders. This review was initiated as Collus' ongoing a
Municipality is receiving the most value for its dollar.
The Context for this Review
During the initial electricity restructuring process in Onta
undertook a review of its ownership options with respd
distribution utility. This review led to the Town's decision
its distribution utility and to pursue opportunities fi>r
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In the first part of this report, we review the current environ
and its implications for municipal distribution utilities. The &
as follows:
•
•
•
•

The current structure of the Ontario electricity distri
Industry financial pressures.
Regulatory environment.
Implications for decision-making by the Town.

In the second part of this report, we review three.()
these options. We then conclude w ith a SUIT1JTl8lf
Qf the status quo option, the sale option amJ
9ic Partnership option.
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The Current Structure of the Ontario ElectriCJty
•

The Province remains concerned about the continued
80 municipally-owned Local Distribution Companies(*

•

It believes that this results in additional costs through

•

Many observers expect the Province to take steP$ to
consolidation.

•

These measures are likely to include a time-I
and acquisitions involving publicly-owned
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Tax Liability On Sale of Municipal Electric Utility
•

Under the Ontario Electricity Act. , the Town will pay a T
Payments in-lieu of Taxes (PILS) of the proceeds if it selll
Collus to another entity.

•

From time to time, the provincial government has int
(or "holidays") from this tax for sales of municipaUymunicipalities or by the province (e.g. Hydro One).

•

The exemptions introduced to date have not a
In a few instances, privately-owned cornjHidl(!
ect of the tax, have structured transa
n to buy.
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Electricity rates in Ontario have been rising at rates greater
several factors. These include:
•
•

•
•

The introduction of the HST.
Increases in transmission and distribution charges as a
and renewal of electricity networks, implementation of
increases in regulatory and other costs.
The construction of new clean energy plants {natu11
supply additional capacity in parallel with the pha
The impact of Ontario Power Authority (OPA)
above-market rates.
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Regulatory Oversight
•

After market restructuring in the late 1990's, the Ontar1o
assumed oversight over the Ontario electricity distributiOtJ
controls electricity rates and service standards, and set&
operations.

•

Under the OEB's current rate setting approach, LOCS
Cost of Service Application every 3 to 4 years. This
that cover allowed utility costs and that provide for a;
invested capital (or Rate Base).

•

Between rebasing applications, the OEB adj
indexing process. This indexing process
Changes in the financial market cond
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•

•

•

Anticipated provincial actions to encourage consolid
increase in sale transactions in the future which could
value.
A Town that may wish to sell its utility in the future
to best take advantage of potential future changSS' ltll
interest. This may mean examining sale options
buyer interest or market value, perhaps negat
The move to a Smart Grid will increase uti
need for specialized technical expertiSe at;
concerns over future rate increases
to tninimlze rate increasu
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The Town of Collingwood has a number of options with res
The three options are:
•

Status Quo: The Town can continue ownership and o
its current structure.

•

Sale: The Town can entertain offers for purchase from
number of variants are open under this Option. Th
The Town could sell its ownership interest in ·
The Town could seek to sell only a partial I
either a minority or majority share.

•

Strategic Partnership: The Town can seek
t>oth. Consideration could also be gi:wff
· ned previously .
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•

In theory, regulated utilities should sell at values close to
regulated based on their actual costs and by applying a re
capital.

•

In practice, utilities often trade at a premium above book

•

The willingness to pay a premium over book value for a
on the ability to reduce costs which will influence a pur:
stream.

•

In the longer term, operating cost reductions, if achie¥
through to consumers and should thus result in IOVt!tl
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Potential sources of operating synergies are as follows:
•

•

•

Billing and Collecting Costs. A utility sector partner mar
and collection system to service customers in Collingwood
cost. This will result in savings from the elimination of~
this area.
Regulatory Costs. A utility sector partner would likely ·
its existing business and apply for harmonized rates on
allow it to eliminate the costs of a separate rate a
associated with periodic rate filings and regulat~
Operating Costs. A utility sector partner with ne
be able to integrate operating and maintenanPQ
centres, leading to efficiencies in the depli
Other Overhead Costs. Other suppoJt
• It must be noted, howevu
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Dis-Synergies
Potential sources of dis-synergies are as follows:
•

•

Harmonization of Wages and Benefits. A utility sector
employees with higher wages and benefits than at Collua
increase in wages and benefits for Callus's existing empt
payroll costs. Harmonization may be a particular issue
wage rates than many potential purchasers based in
Costs of On-Going Operation. Integration of Coll
sector partner may lead to some additional costs
a larger and more geographically-dispersed se
transportation and travel time and perhaps~
effectiveness because of a remote ma
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Impact on Relationships with the Town and Water Ut
Callus provides management and support services to the
Services and Public Works. Any sale transaction could result
management and support service arrangements, and this
going forward at the Town and the water utility. Any such J
to be examined as part of the financial analysis, from the
proposed transaction.
Potential purchasers of the utility may have a variety of
operating structure.
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•

Rate Impacts. The largest portion of an electricity bill is tne
charges, global adjustment, etc. The distribution portion IS
can operate more cost-effectively on a stand-alone bas~
somewhat lower. Conversely, if stand-alone costs are hig
somewhat higher.

•

Utility Consolidation. It is possible that a future provl
the consolidation of distribution utilities on a regional
lose control over the utility and may also have lim~

•

Business Complexity. The business of operatin
more complex with the transition to a Smart
~rting and compliance, and technical and
·ng on a stand-alone basia wifl
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•

Demographic Challenges. Like many other utilities in the
issues associated with the aging of its work force and the
employees. If operated on a stand-alone basis, the utility
addressing potential future staff shortfalls. A strategic parta
retirements at Collus as a positive, since they provide an

•

Control. As a regulated utility, Collus Power is subject
Energy Board (OEB). Thus, decisions on rates ands
constrained by OEB rules in place. Under the stabl$1
to control rates and service quality is therefore SM
note that Collus Power has applied in its rate ap_p
allowed under OEB guidelines. Hence, the
r rates of return than allowed by :tbi
control over rate ap ·
toadal'lll
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Advantages
• Income Potential. The Town retains the potential to earn a
the utility.
• Control. The Town retains direct control of the utility and ill
levels of customer service, local employment, promotion al
rate levels, subject to OEB oversight.
• Operating Synergies with the Town. The Town retal
synergies through the integration of support funcJJionll-\
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Under a Full Sale option, the Town transfers ownership of the
advantages and disadvantages of the Sale option are ouUined bel
Advantages
• Cash Payment. Town will achieve an immediate cash pay
municipal purposes.
•
Reduced Risk. The Town mitigates the risks of being in th•
•
Policy Challenges. This option does address the expectel
of LDCs in the province .

•
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Under a Partial Sale option, the Town transfers ownership of the
investing a portion of the value with the new owner. It thus mitig
of electricity distribution, but retains the ability to earn an assocl
investment in the new owner's LDC. Specific advantages and ·
option are outlined below.
Advantages
• Cash Payment. Town will achieve an immediate cash p
municipal purposes.
•
Reduced Risk. The Town distances itself from the risk$ cd
business.
•
Retains an Income Stream. The Town continues the
stream based on the equity ownership in the new
Policy Challenges. This option does address
of LDCs in the province.

a.
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•

•

•
•

Loss of Control. The Town loses partial control of the u
respect to levels of customer service, promotion of econ
setting (although these remain constrained by OEB o
Operating Synergies with the Town. The Town may 10981
operating cost synergies through the integration of sup
utility and IT.
Loss of Local Employment. The Town may lose soma
reduces costs by centralizing some functions at its h
Loss of Partial Income Stream. The Town will re®
stream based on the equity ownership in the new
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•

A Strategic Partner would value the expertise and reput
strategic geographic location as the foundation for the d
electrical utility based in Collingwood to serve the Georgian

•

In a Strategic Partnership arrangement, depending upo.
negotiated, the Town would become the recipient of cash
substantial ownership position in the existing LDC (COii
created for the specific partnership purpose, or a min
partner.

•

In addition, it is possible that such a Strategic
facilities of the Collingwood Public Utilities S$<
regional water operations utility to serve the
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Under a Strategic Partner option , the Town may receive ma
preceding options. Specific potential advantages and disad
outlined below.
Advantages
• Cash Payment. Town will achieve an immediate cash
municipal purposes.
• Reduced Risk. The Town will reduce/mitigate itselfi frO
electricity distribution business through oversight by I
• Retains an Income Stream. The Town may earns
equity ownership in the new partner's LDC.
• Operating Synergies with the Town. The TQM11
cost synergies through the integration of
Control. The Town retains joint· control1U
!Is of customer service, promotion
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Advantages (cont'd)
• Other Opportunities. The Strategic Partner may be inte
proven Management team operating the water system and
to Epcor, retaining employment in Collingwood and having
related businesses. A lease arrangement may also be
• Interest in Collus. A Strategic Partner may "buy" an ·
LDC would not be created but rather the existing corpg
arrangements and expanded Board of Directors.
Disadvantages
• Transfer Tax Payable. In the absence of an
Tax equal to 33% of the proceeds from a salt;
taxes or PILS that have been paid since
ceeds received.
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1. It would be the intention to identify and investigate
the opportunities surrounding the Strategic Partne
CEO, Ed Houghton should speak with potential S
detennine/stimulate levels of interest.
2. (Possible Step) Prepare an Expression of Interest.
3. Establish a Team comprised of the Collus Power
Sandra Cooper & Independent Director David M
Fryer, CAO Kim Wingrove and a Council Rep
interested Strategic Partners to outline the
• Prepare a Request For Proposal for the
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•

Timing is critical considering the upcoming election,
changes, upcoming town budge deliberations and c

•

Confidentiality is critical to ensure that the greatest

•

Any action taken must provide the greatest value
least impact to our customers and our staff.

to

